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geneity of the atmosphere, that anises that unsteadiness, or dane.ing, of star images that so often interferes with the |M»sit tonal and other exact work of the astronomer. Both are but provoking manifestations of atmospheric refraction.
Times of Rising and Setting of Sun, M0on»and            - An interesting,
and important, result of astronomical refraetion is the fact that the sun, moon, and stars, rise curlier and set Inter than they, otherwise, would. For places at sea level, the amount of elevation of eel«*stial objects tin the horizon averages about 35', and therefore the entire solar and lunar disks may be seen before (on rising) and afti*r inn setting) even their upper limbs would have* appeared, in the         ease, or disap{**ared, in
the second, if then1 hud been no refraetion. Thin ditTen-nee In time of rising, or Betting, depends on flu* angle of inelination <* of tin* path to the horizon. In general, if in given by the equation
t = \\(Y fHc* a, about,
The minimum time, therefore, oeeurs when tin* path in normal to the horizon and in about 2m 20", while the maximum, winch obviously occurs at the poles, is about KM) years for tin* minintum. a* determined by precession, in the* ease of stars that just clear the hori/on, ami, for the sun, about .!.!;> days, the time required near equinox for the solar declination to change* by 3f/.
Green Flash.—.....AH the upper limb of flu4 sun disappears in a elear
sky below a distant horizon, its last star-like jx»int often i^ >-een to change rapidly from pah* yellow or orange, to given and, finally, blue, or, at least, a bluish-green. The vividness of the grern. when tin- sky is exceptionally clear, together with its alitm^l in>faut ajtpearanrr. has given rise to the name "green flash" for thi> phenomenon. Tin- -xtme gamut of colons, only in reversi* order, orcasiunally v- M-en at NtmriNe,
Th(* entire pheiHnnencjn has IMM*?! described by ^«nm' av innvly a compl(»m<'ntary after-imag<* elTeet, ilia! is, the >enCation of itv ounple-mc*nt.iiry color that- frecjuently folhnvs the >udilen removal of a bright light. This explanation, however, cannot account f«*r I he reverse ord(*r of t.h(* colors as seen at. .sunrise. Neither does it account for flu* twinkling of the "Hash" elose observation, now and then, n-veaK nor for the fact thai when the sun is especially red the "!!a>-h" tv- iit'ier seen,
It. is not, indeed, a physiological effect, liut only the inevitable result of atmospheric refraction, by virtue of which, as a celestial object sinks below the horizon, its light must disapin-ar in the order of refrangibility; the red first', being least, refrangible, then the green, arid, finally, the blue, or most refrangible. Violet need not be considered, since only a comparatively small portion of it, can penetrate so far through the atmosphere.
It  may  properly  be asked,  then,  why these color changes do not

